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Fem inine m ystique or mistake?
Shine.fm to add new high
definition radio stations
' Olivet’s radio station 89.7
Shine.fm is expanding their
coverage by adding two ra
dio stations in high definition,
HD..
There are currently 60 HD
channels in the Chicagoland
area, but none of them are
Christian. Through Shine.fm,
there will now be two. ;
As soon as enough money
is raised, the station IS going
to upgrade their equipment
to broadcast with the clearer
sound of HD. Anyone with an
HD receiver will be able to lis
ten.
Currently, the most interest
is shown in a 24-hour worship
channel and a 24-hour rock
channel, according to informal
research.
The HD equipment,insig
nificant because it produces a
better sound quality for the lis
teners.
“AM quality is upgraded
to normal FM quality, and n o il
mal FM qualitÿ;fp upgraded
to CD quality,” said Shine.fm
station manager Justin Knight.
HD radio differs from sat
ellite radio in that iflng nearly
cojæffèe. Most new cars come
standard with HD j^pabilîtJÈ
but for people who own older
cars, receivers can be bought
at stores-Such as Wal-Mart for
about $100.
The third day of the Fall
Pledge Drive :was ' dedicated
to raising money for the HD
¿quipment, which will côst ap
proximately $200,000. Shine,
fm has already raised $57,000,
which’ is about one quarter of
the needed amount. None of
the money will be taken from
student tuition.
Annually, $300,000 , is
needed to keep Shine.fm run
ning. During the three-day
Spring Pledge D ri\|| in M am a|
$215,000 was donated by M i
tenets. The remaining $85,000
was raised during the first two
days of the Fall Pledge Drive
in October.
* “Shine.fm will rely heat*
ily on, ÔNU’S broadcasting
majors and minors [for em
ployment],” Knight said. '
It is important for students
to learn in a classroom setting,,
but it is more effective for them
to have hands-on experience.'
Professor Garl Fletcher will be
working with these stridents.

By M atth ew Cawvey
News writer
In the Nov. 5 debate on
gender roles at Olivet, the two
sides—-the traditionalists and
the egalitarians—fought out
their differences in a verbal
battle of the sexes.
ONU students in Capitol
Hill Gang, a student organi
zation interested in politic®
ran the debate, ¿which featured
•ONU professors Kent Olney,
professor of sociology, on the
traditionalist- side and Rebecca
Belcher, professor of English,
on the egalitarian side.
Neither side represented an
extreme perspective on gender
roles, Belcher said. In fact, not
everyone in the audience was :
pleased with t h || similarities
between the groups.
Rebecca Belcbei^ jM ^^^O r o i English, along with' junior John Wright, sophomore Matt
HJT mean, partially that was
Nelson and freshman Nicole King discusjswhy gender generalizations are harmful to women
disappointing, just because,
P h o to by Jo n Brow n
you know, you wanted to see during the N o ij 5 Capitol Hill Gang debate.
two extremes just butt heads,® SafThere was maybe a little milisnj,” the guiding principle said that men and women are
said senior Billy Heller, a po more overlap than we would for the traditionalists that em naturally different, thus gener
litical science-and criminal typically like .to, see in a de phasizes focus on the family’s ; ally better suited to different
justice major* “On the other bate, b u p t kind of just reflects well-being.
jobs—although exceptions ex
hand, there was enough dis the ideas and attitudes of the
During the liberal Side’s ist for both genders.
agreement that it made it en campus, you know? And that’S' opening statement, junior John
Men are usually better
tertaining”: OK,” shepaid.Sw e’re totally Wright described the egalitar equipped to do‘things that do
Both Sdes agreed to tile OK with how that happens. ian warning against gender not require much emotion, but
equal rights of women in the Il?s just a true reflection of the generalizations and advocated that complement their physical
Workplace and the church. In  student populations!»
the egalitarian desire for wom Strength and aggression.
die home, neither supported
The. egalitarians and the en to be free to do what they
Jobs that require compas
the suppression of women.
traditionalists may have had want,, including things that sion and multitasking are more
The common ground be basic similarities, but they dif buck societal conceptions o f in line for women, Anderson
tween the two sides is not ideal fered oh their approaches to typical female activities.
added.
fof a debate, but is understand jfyarious 'issues—and in their. ,
The two sides disagreed
Belcher countered Anderable under the circumstances, general outlook on the® sue of about generalizations in the spti by mentioning a family
said senior Natalie Trisjjla, gender roles. *
workplace.
she knows in which the hus
president of Capitol Hill
In his opening statement,
Representing the tradition band is a florist and the wife is
Gang.
Olney introduced the term “fh- al side, senior Ben Anderson an accountant
@s‘I would hate to say that
'She is perhaps more emotional
and he is less so or that she is
a worse multitasker and he is
better than that because we’re
.already beginning to put .peo
ple in roles according to our
Self-imposed ideas, instead of
allowing them to be who they
aref’ Belcher said.
;? Generalizations f
also
caused disagreement regard
ing the two-parent home ver
sus the single-parent home.
.The egalitarian side pointed
out successful people raised
without two parents. The tra
ditional side, while applaud
ing the exceptions to the rule,
stated that children are better
off with two parents.
Between'100 and 120 peo
ple attended the debate, Trisilla estimated. Besides interest
Spnior p i ^ c ^ ^ e h c C ; A l l i e N e i l and.Ben And^S(m, .3 ibng'With fyent jOlnes, chair o f
in the topic, most students
the behavioral sciences, department, argue ■
“ fami 1ism” versus feminism during the fall
I See D e b a t e PAGE 2 .
political science debate in Wisner on Nov. 5.
Photo by Jon Brown
iï&MsAi;
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NEW S
DEBATE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
had the incentive to earn extra
credit offered for five classes,
she said.
Audience members saw
debaters who did not neces

sarily agree with the side they said.
But the same could not be
argued.
Senior Bennett Blake, who said about Belcher and Olney,
argued for the traditional £ide,‘ii who both agreed with their
was one of them. The toughest Hide’s point of view.
Heller noticed Olney’s
part about arguing his side was
that he disagreed with it, Blake passion on a few occasions.

“Iw ould explain it almost
like he had -han^^w ith the
speed of a mongoose grabbing
the microphone just to give the
accurate statistics and jqformation,” he s a id .44 You could
see his passion. I love that.”

More to Leadership Center than m eets eye
Olivet teams up with community to bring events to campus
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The GlimmerGlass. is'the
official newspaper of the
Associated . Students of
Olivet Nazarene University
and a member of the Illinois
College Press Association.
The opinionsfexpressed in
the GlimmerGlass are those
of each writer and are not
necessarily held by the As
sociated Students Council,^
faculty, administration or
students of Olivet Nazarene
University.
LETTER SUBMISSION
The GlimmerGlass encour
ages readers to respond
through letters to the editor.
For publication, letters must
be signed and sent to
GlimmerGlass, Box 6024.
The editor reserves the right
to edit letters for content,
style, and length. Publi
cation is hot. guaranteed.
Further inquiries may be
addressed by calling the
GlimmerGlass office at
campus extension 53 1 5 .«

By Jessica S h u m ak er
News writer
The Donald H. Weber
Leadership Center is having a
busy year. •
The room is almost booked
through March and has filled
quicker than in previousiyearsd
according to the Department
of Buslneslga
Located in die first floor
of the Weber Center, adjacent
to the computer lab, the room
serves as a multi-purposeroom. Few peopleBhdwever,
know, the story behind the
room or the vision that has led
to the events held there.
“It’s just been sitting emp
ty, in years before, not getting
as used as it needs to,” said
Sheila RicU, secretary in the
Olivet
buÄ pss
Department of Business.
.pwqefö, in theji|feber Leàdership.Ceriïer ònN(^ ^.~.Thfl Leadership Cente® run
think that students apd faculty
Don Daake,
in. pepplejfom ^ie^ììnm unitotelithe benèfit of students and the area.;alike are ^opfused as to what
Photo by Jom Brown
really is the purpose to the
Leadership Centgf."
greet the group,1" he said. “And
Rice ndttxlfthat the room long®, they provide their owtn
Rice^who handles sched- iwhen you have a broad base was recently used Tor training setup of table|§and chairs, àrea
-uling of everitsf noted that community of people from the purposes for the Hospice o p non-profits and for-profitbusithe room has not been fully ¡Chamber, for some eventi'or Kankakee County.
nesses who f|i|Ìf§i||irent thè
booked for the year, but it has an event that we sponsor, we
“They did training for their room pay an fee ranging from
filled up fSbter this year.
always announcè the fact that grief c0u®el^rs t^pielp teen around $200-$300. This fee
“That’s been the goal all the room is available. j | |
agers and children specifically. goes backlnfeìhèlping pay fe ll
along, to bring outside groups
When the Weber Cental It wasttTjhecessarily inviting student programming.
in, and have it to where people w^s being designed, the room people froitt? the student body
W i t ’s really a minimal fee
have to book a year in advance was ^'.specifically
if you think about '
or six months in advances to planned with com
it,” . Rice s a id f£ |£ i||
“One o f the real benefits it [the W eber
use the roojrn* she sjaid.
munity outreach in
you
get your sound,
Leadership Center] provides the stu d em s
Although he did not attri~ mind, '$$j. well as a
Mreii video and pro- bute the increase in _schedul space that, would is th a t we’re constantly bringing in people rjeél^^creàiBi; all the
ing to any specific factor, Don benefit students.
fro m the business com m unity a n d we often equipm e« that y o |l
Daake, business professor and
“One of ihe real allow stu den ts to come to those senutttirs
need ànd the table«
director of the Leadership benefits it provides
and chairs.”
fre e o f charge”
Center, did say that word of the students is that
Sodexho ca
mouth has been a major way we’re constantly
tering is also offered,
D O N D A A K E , D IR E C T O R O F T H E W E B E R
of getting information out to bringing in people
for a fee, to groups. ;
the community.
from the business
The room is?
L E A D E R S H IP C E N T E R
y f ‘As word gets out, people community and we
outfitted with techlike being here. You can go to often allow students to come to or from the faculty and staff! nology that can allow for;
a hotel, but a university cam-II those seminars free of charge^ it was fp l|th e m 'iS train their multi-media
presentations
pus puts a whole different feel Daake saidB’It gives our stu p eo p le,|| she said. “It’s nice such as power point presenta
ing to it,” he said.
dents a lot of. interaction with for them to have a big room to tions mid showing DVDs’.
Types of events the Lead-S the business community.’H
com einto.’gfe
amazing howjflt’s all
ership Center book vary from
Recently, a series of fi
While it’s free for on-cam- wired,” Rice said '“It’sr3 pretty
internal events, such as Pur nance seminars were held on ptts groups to hold events, as powerful s^stem.|lf5
ple and Gold days, to outside Thursday ' nights, where lo
events, like hosting a luncheon cal experts were brought in to
for the Bradley-Bourbonnais train students.
Car running rough?
Chamber of Commerce. The
Daake pointed out that the
Chamber recently featured II- Weber family envisioned com
Check Engine light on?
linoilj state representative Lisa munity outreach through the
See Larry Nottke
Dugan and Daniel Hynes, the Weber Center in donating for
Electrical Specialist
Illinois comptroller,, the state’s the building.
Csrffied
Shuttle Service
accountant, as speakers on
“The vision came about
Nov. 7.
when the Weber family gave
10% Parts Discountm ONU I D.
When hosting groups in money for the building” , he
the room, Daake said he tries said. “They also wanted to give
to advertise its availability.
money to do sòme programs
-“ When possible* 1 try to and community outreach.”

Joe’s Automotive Inc.

937-9281
560 S»W ashington, Kankakee

i
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Twins make the unsuspecting see double
By Jessica S hum ak er
Variety writer

beginning of their college
searching process that they
Junior Georgia English wanted to come to Olivet
was approached in the McHie together.
Arena parking lot. A stranger
For the Floyds, it was a
struck up a conversation with matter of family ties to the
her, only to find that she had school. Both their parents and
got the wrong girl.
their older brother are alumni
EngKsh,
like
several of Olivet. The two wanted to
other multiples on campus*, also go to school together.
■is- a twin. Her jiister, Bethany,
~ iCWe figured we might as
shares her DNA, face and also well go to Olivet too,” Caleb
$ dorm room here at Olivet in said.
common.
For the Coulters, they
And the Stranger in the didn’t necessarily plan on
parking lot?
coming together.
“They thought I ¡.wfts¡SjfWe both wanted to come
Bethany," Georgia said. Erf' herep Melissa said. “I don’t
thought that they were just a think waj| planned ||it really
friendly strangerSp
intentionally.”
' Some twins,' including
One decision that twins
juniors Caleb and Joel Floyd face in theM first days on
and sophomores Melissa and campus is the decision o f
Meghan Coulter, knew Sb» the housing, iwtiors Hillary and
Lauren
Green
have; :
been
roommates since
their freshman
year.
- O ne twin Birth out of every 85 twin
“We’re like
births results in identical twinning.
best
Mends,’*
Hillary
said.)
- I f identical tw ins m arry identical
.
“We’ve
shared
twinS.fth e ir children will legally be
a room M hce
Sgousins, but gerie^jaffiy full jjbKngs.
H ^ irwere little j
so it’s ¿©thing
ft Children of identical twins are
different”
technically half-siblings, genetically.
T h e | ) ease
o
f
pack^ p l l is)
- A bout 35 percent of twins afe’
fjjfr strong. point
lem ^Sdec^pw hich is double the rate
for Ipme twins,
o f the general population.
in
rooming
Courtesy ofWebMD.com and
d e C ts |^ ^ p
Twinstwice.com/twins.Ktml
; '“Usually we

Seeing Double

of
would live together, because it result
the
mother
makes things a lot simpler in
the packing thing and we get r e l e a s i n g
along,” Joel said. “Some twins more than one
start to ^ ay , ‘I’m gonna kill egg and they
you if I ’m in the same room as are fertilized
by
different
you,’ but we’re cool."
The Coulters, however,; sperm.
While the
decided to make the split.
are
“I think we could live Floyds
together,” Meghan said. “But n o jP exactly
we wanted to meet more Sure whether
or not they
people/;#While there are many sets are identical!
of twins on campus, there are they said that
also individuals whose twin they are a
combination of
did not join them at school.
Senior Kerri Cramer’s the two.
'“W eSe
twin, Kim, goes to North
Central College in Naperville. s o m e t h g i g Twins Joel and Caleb Floyd dress for work
Joel at a Renaissance Festival in Rockford.
She noted that there was a weird,"
transition into life without her saidB‘We were
P h o to s u b m itte d by Jo el F loyd
twin at her side when she came two placentas
she said. “We look nothing
that fused together, so
here.
alike! so we always say that
“It was hard for the first we’re something whacked.”
“We’re like identical, but God has a sense of humor.”
semester," Cramer said. “We
Bethany and Georgia also
had a lot of the same Mends, not identical,” Caleb said.
said
they are often confused.
wedid the same th in li together “Fradentical," For fraternal twins, peers While they share a similar
and then we split up and kind
might not even realize they taste in music and TV shows,
of had a sudden change."
Twins
who
appear are twins. This Is the case with friends of the two have
the Greens. Hillary noted that managed ways to determine
identical
often
have
experienced
moments
of they still hear comments about who they are talking to by
analyzing details, even down
identity confusion from their how they don’t look alike.
“A couple of people have to a mole on Bethany’s chin.
: i^ers. Á ^Q tding' to WebMD.
Georgia also said can be
com, health reference Web Site come up to us and had no
determined
by their looks,
idea/*
she
said.
that isjfidependently reviewed)
Hillary gave an anecdote despite appearing identical.
by medical professionals,
“I’m the cute one,” she
identical !wtSsP*are' me result of h o * her motftep reacted to
¿aid.
theihe
ws
that
shey
||P
pregnant
of the TcPpfiliion of one e¿g ;
“You look just like me,"
that dm aes; into two b ab tcll . with twins,
“When mom found out she Bethany replied.
Also, identical twins share a
*B ut
cuter,”
Georgia
was having twins, she prayed
pláfcenta.
Fraternal tw ias/ ane the that ,she could teB us apart,” added.

VLC stimulates realtlife medical situations
By Jo rd a n M cC roskey
. Variety writer - tithe to a patient’s recovery.
The Simulators
can
A baby lies in his hospital 3k>mMgtnv? cry, and ■:b x p re^ |
crib. A nurse is taking ’•vital feelings so that nursing
gjigns. Suddenly^ he flat lines. Btudents have feedback on
The nurse quickly grabs - the the« actions.
Hp^iSents are able to
paddles and shocks th eb ab y
practice clinical techniques!
back to |ife.
The baby might be £ • such as . moving patien®||
te c h n o lo g ic a lly -e n h a n c e d providing . comfort Aare,
simulator, but the snuatipn is feeding techniques! as well
real. T.h$ neVVirtual Learning as some of. the more difficult
Cente|li (VLC), a hospital tasks j^ch US Starting IVs and
simulator .in OlivetM Nursing inserting a catheter.
The VLC is also home
Department^ is designed to
simulate.real-life scenarios for to 16 brand-new compurars
nursing students/before they equipped wjjjj all the latest
work with a real patent or study aids and resources for
future nurses.
even, enter a hospital.
■ ‘Nursing students said
Equipped with a $400,000
dollar training simulator^ they’re impressed with the
the VLC bpdesigned to help new equipment and feel more
nursing students at Olivet' confident b e c a u ^ o f the added
■gain experience-.and practice practice,” said Bonnie Acker, a
techniques that might harm junior nursing student.
Nursing professors watch
a real-life patient if not done
the nursing students through
correctly.
While these techniques a camera and intercom system
could be practiced in the that allows them to hear and
clinical setting, those mistakes see everything, allowing the
are costly, painful and can add ■student to experience working

without someone directing
their every move. After each
practice session, professors!
peers and the practicing
student sit down and disiSss
things like Correct techniques)
and tips that will help other
nursing students.
“Most of the' learning
experience comes from talking
kbout what ' Just happened.
Peers are more' iftMential than
professors,” said Susan Day,
adjunct professor and director
of the VLC.
“We normally just sit back
and listen to* what the student
learfted from the lesson she
said.
She added . that they
occasionally use the cameras
to point out a. specific mistake
the student made, so the
■student can correct if and learn
form it.
1
. .
The VLC is capable of
running several exercises and
Bimulations for students.
Thé simulators can run
over 20 pre-programmed
, simulations,
which
the

professors can*edit on the fly,
according to Emily Deal, a
junior nosing major.
As an example," Day ran
one of the simulation men
through a vital signs check off.
The simulator’s pulse can be
taken in five areas and he can
complain* move and act out
other challenges that a nurse
may face while taking v itals
on a real person.
. “At the touch of a button
the situation can change and
the nurse has to respond,” Day
-laid.
Bonnie Beardsley, head
of the nursing department,
helped with the development
of the VLC because o f, her
go®s for the Olivet nursing
department.
K i t was Dr. Beardsley’s
vision for the Olivet nursing
department,” Day said.
Beardsley’s vision turned
into reality when the funding
for the VLC came in from the
school’s budget, along with a
few donations from corporate
and private sponsors.

Dr. Bowling was influential
in the process; by receiving
the school board’s; "approval
and allowing the nursing
department to build the VLC.
They found out that they
had received the funding within
a month of school starting and
quickly put together the VLC,
and appointed D apas director
o f the facility.
The VLC was unveiled
to alumni from the nursing
department and some outside
corporate sponsors during
the
recent
homecoming
celebration.
Nursing students have
many skills and techniques
to master by the time they
graduate. The VLC .is open
extensive hours, so that
nursing students can spend as
much time as possible learning
in a hands-on fashion.
•The VLC has also made
learning everyday hospital
situations come to life for
nursing students.
•“It’s more professional and
more exciting,” Acker said.
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Daughter motivates W heeler to press on
Student juggles raising a daughter with college courses
By A udra W erntz______ __
Variety writer
At 6 a.m. she wakes up
and turns the shower on, which
is followed by her make-up
application, selecting an outfit
and a quick few minutes to
Style her hair.
Next, she pulls her toddler
out of .her Care Bears crib,
changes her Huggies diaper,
picks put her outfit, grabs her
backpack and breakfast and
heads to the car — all before 7
a.m.
From there she drives
her two-year-old daughter to
daycare and arrives on campus
in time for an 8 a.m. class.
This is the life of 20-yearold Ashlee Wheeler.
Wheeler, a junior at Olivet,
balances a 17 credit course load
with being a full-time, single
mom. After giving birth to her
daughter, Olivia, in the spring
of her freshman year, she has
returned to Olivet to graduate
with her class in 2009.
Depending
on
when
her full day of classes ends,
Wheeler picks up her toddler
from daycare between 3-5:30 p.m. and heads home to
her townhouse. Once home,
she and her daughter, Olivia,
spend an hour of quality time
together reading, coloring, and
playing.

However, Wheeler’s night
does not end until after Olivia
is safely in bed and all her
homework and housework has
been done. Typically, her head
hits the pillow at 1:30 a.m.
She is working hard to
finish school before Olivia
becomeif old enough to
remember her mother as a
college student. She is adamant
about receiving an education,
so that she may provide for her
daughter in the same- way she
w^s provided for as a.child.
Wheeler’s family, friends*
and faith get her through the
long days. Determined to
earn a degree in psychology
upon gradation, she presently
has a job lined up for after
graduation as a caseworker
in a juvenile detention center
in Onarga, which is between
Olivet and Champaign.
Y ^I'm pro-active, I have to
be,” she said.
Without her parents, who
pay for tuition, daycare and
rent, Wheeler would not be
able to graduate. Wheeler’^
parents,,though divorced, are a
constantencouragement in her
||j© —
Wheeler is also fortunate
to have family at Olive!. Matt
Wheeler, her cousin and Fellow
junior, isB ery impressed by
her.

u E v
t h r o u
everything
happened!»
was still
to
take .
r es pons i bi l i t y
in "keeping her
child,” he said.
W h i 1 efamily plays an
important role
in
Wheeler’s ■
:
success, : her
friends also help
her along the
way.
“Friends are
always in and out
of my house
she said. “They
are the first to
volunteer to baby- J un*°£ A s h le ^ ^ p ie e le ra n d h e r daughter Qlj^pi are sharing their.first
sit if I have to be C hristm as to g e th er at htr_ cousin’sjj[p a rtm e n tS
P h o to s u b m itte d b y A sh le e W h e e le r
-somewhere.”
Initially^ *
Wheeler was nervous in telling friendpf said Gassin, professor home due to stronger family
the Olivet community about in the psychology department * Support and to finish school at
her pregnancy freshman year,
She beMeVe^t W heel® a community college. Wheeler
however she was overwhelmed is 'yery¡¿¡strong and sets an has stood strong against this
by the lqye and support ex&iple o f howstrongwopiett statistic.
offered to her. One professor can be.
Though friends and family
ip particular, Eisa Gassin, has
According -, to« Bethany are vital to Whesferis. success,
been instrumental ip ■shaping Mills, Director of Counseling nothing plpys a biggerrole than
her Olivet experience. •
Services andaSsist&fttprofessof her faith. HergSpiritual walk
^ 3 BpK)t only see our of psychology, Olivet sees Torif: a hit when She founcFptit
relatioflppp \as a mentorr an average of one pregnancjp shrglwas pregnant, hoP evef
menfeerelaUpp^ip, but rnore per year on jj|8fi$us' and the God "K® now bhcoftp her
importantly I I f p T e r as a majority of thoSs: girfsTreturn ro c f—

The truth about favorite unhealthy drinks
Do they have more than meets the ey
By Jo h n A dam s
Variety "writer

H it’s tough to stay healthy
when in college. The brutal
combination of late nighfe
stressful exams and cafeteria
food can take atoll on students’
bodies and minds.
If you’re snuggling with
physical or mental ailments,
you might want to try drinking
to your health. _
Mood and health can be
affected by what a person
drinks, experts say.
“Water is the best drink
all • around,” said Heather
Gibbs, a registered dietician
and assistant professor in the
department of family and
consumer sciences.
Water is the best because
it’s an essential nutrient
Though other drinks contain
water, there are many additives
that can have negative health
effects, she said.
Although waterisessential,
there are other drinks that can
be beneficial to the body.
. “Second to water, milk is
best. This is because it contains1

Mixed in among the bottled water varieties1* ! Olivet’s C-Store,
are unhealthy beverage choices such as Starsbu.cks
Frappuccinos or SoBe energy drinks.
P h o to by Jo n
nutrients like protein, Vitamin
D, riboflavin and calcium,”
Gibbs said.
According to WebMD.
com, health reference Web site
that is independently reviewed
by medical professionals^ tea
may even help fight stress.
Though it doesn’t reduce stress
at the time it is triggered, some
Studies show that tea drinkers
return to a relaxed state quicker

than non tea drinkers do.
“AS for soda, moderation
js the key and energy drinks
may not be as valuable as the
price tags indicate,”- Gibbs |
said. “Trying to minimize the "g
amount of caffeine intake is §
important.” A T ; ; :v£
Everyone knows
it’s §
important to watch what you 51
eat. Maybe we should start
watching what we drink too.
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A spiring artists
show off their
talents, work
By M elody K ennell
have her &how in Brandenburg
instead of Moon. Monkey
Bare treesll cold wind because it’s more of a gallery
and hot chocolate: ‘Tis the atmosphere.
beginning' of the senior art
Moon Monkey was picked
show season.
as the second location because
Senior art majors are of its jj&ploseness. Atjgtimes?
required to host allenior art two diffdfcbnt shows could be
show as their capstone project showing j^rnultaneously, with
in order to graduate. The one in Brandenburg Gallery
shogs begin at the end of fall and one at Moon Monkey.
semester and go through the The' short distance to Moon
spring.
Monkey Will make it easier
For the first
this year! to move from one show to the
each show m s® two weeks other, which Dombrowski said
instead of one. In addition, in will be more like a “galleryprevious years all sèilior shows h°Pl i f paiio-”l !
were in *the Brandenburg
Dombrowski said Moon
Gallery m the basement of Monkey is a smaller, tighter
Larsen. However, this year -space, but some student^’
students' have the option of pvorks are smaller. Graphic
hosting ¿’their show at Moon designees often have psfflle r
Monkey Coffee Company piecss 'fiiat would fit better at
Moon Monkey, heisaid.
in^eÉ-h; ‘
Art
professor : y Scott
Accordingto Dombrowski,
Dombrowski sajkk A ey 'havgg l^tudents JU^the idea of slaving
been -looking outside of the theimshow at, a-i|pffee shop
university to find places where- where they-Can have live md$ic
^student® '®® ’' exhibit their and cater to a different crowd.
work.
Jordan laid the plu^fside of
The rSàsoning behind
Moon Monkey is .that more
changeM because recent years c o ^ iu n ity members will see
have seen iaS®increase o f art the artwork.
■
Students, bringing the ip |fb er
Senior art|p|ow§ usually
to. .around 130 art majors. haw a good turnoUt^-with
Having another^ venue for the about 60 to 70 people
shoV^%llow^‘more 'seniors to attendingpDombroWski said.
have intSvidual shows instead He encourages all of his art
oftgróup shoygs.
ptudents to attend and some
Doijibrowski said the top professors- regularly visit the
students compete for solo exhibits.
s h o \j||| and adding® Moon
The shows are required
Monkey as am option allows as a part of the senior career
for more solcphow^ P
preparatiofldass. Dombrowski
The first |^ ® o r lgho\| p will be grading the shows '
showiMijpg the photography on^fcehnical ability artistic
of Emily Jordan, i® bepg merit, basic design elements,
held in Brandenburg Gallery composition and symbolism.
until Nov. 19. Jordan chose to
P^flt’s basically based on

- A&E writer

Senior art major Emily Jordan posesi>y o n e o f her photographs in the basem ent o f Larsen.
Hdr senior art show, on display until N ov. 19, was the first o f the season and takes plate in
Brandenburg Gallery. Som e art show s are n ow being displayed at M oon Monkey, allowing
for m ore studehte to have individufl shows:
Photo by Jon Brown

presentation or creativity of
work,” Dombrowski said.
He, said ' that in other
art classes, the senior art
:shows' ape ^ ‘definitely what
everybody’s leading up to.’’ ’
Jordan said she’s kind of
looked forward to her show
sinceshe founaoutfreshman
year.
MQOTof the photographs
in Jordan’s show were
taken lagi year or this year.
Dombrowski encourages the
students to have mostly new
|&brk that was not used for
© a ^ p ro je c ts displayed for
the show.,
'‘I wanted to picj| recent
things that I ’m excited about,”
Jordan said.
Jordan is graduating in
December and all other early
graduates have their shows in
the fall too.
Jordan eiijbys having
her artwOTklgllplayed in the
basement of Larsen, where

Questions and
Answers with Emily
Jordan

Q. What do
Q> Do you
youdove about
digitally alter
taking pictures? your pictures?

Ql What is your
favorite thing
to photograph?

A. It’s just
neat getting to
capture that
moment.

A. I really like
colors and lines
and finding de
signs that lines
make.

A. I try not to
go too crazy
in Photoshop.
I really like
natural
lighting.

she has two classes.
"It is kind of fun to see
people looking at your work,”she^aid. As a photographer,
she only sg^s, her artwork on
the Computer, so it’s fu lfil see

it printed and framed.
"It’s all for sale, so I’m
keeping my fingers crossed
Jtfiat things go well with that,’1'
Jordan said. E ith e r way, it just
feels good to have my show^B

MAYO CLINIC

SUMMER III
FOR JU N IO R N U RSIN G STUDENTS

We invite you to explore the Summer III Student Nursing Experience
with Mayo Cfinicin Rochester, Minnesota. This program is for junioryear students of a four-year baccalaureate nursing program. The
Summer III program is a paid nursing experience that begins in early
June and. lasts for 10 weeks, th is is a supervised nursing program
that allows students to work alongside an RN Clinical Coach. This
program also provides subsidized housing for students.
For more information, and to view a short video about the Summer
III program, please visit our website or contact:

Mayo Clinic
Hum an R e so u rce s, OE-4
2 0 0 1 s t S tre e t SW
Rochester, M N 5 5 9 0 5
ph: 8 0 0 -5 6 2 -7 9 8 4
e-mail; sunam er3@ m ayo.edu

Jr
. n a
y jjy J k

A pplication D eadline: January I S , 2008

www.mayoclinic.org/siimmer3-rst
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POPULAR
GAMES OF 1
A ll inform ation
c o u rte sy o f ’
A m a zo n .co m

3
GA M E SUM M ARY
In this third chapter of the
JqBo trilogy, Master Chief rejhjrns to finish the. fight, bring,-*
Tttc the epic Conflict between-.
thei Covenant," the Flood, and
the entire human rac^ to a dra- \
matfc, pulse-pounding climax.,)

Students in “The
game at Olivet. -

located in the lower level o f Lud\vig, .play

S T U D E N T R E V IE W

popular
Photo by jo h Brown

#“1 think it’s betteShan the
other tjyOi they improved a
lot on the multi-player aspept

B etter than hom ew ork
Video games take campus by virtual storm

H it.’g
- Sophomore Ceng Vickey

I
I
>

^

$ 59.99

rj^ B O jU G H T N E W FROM AMAZON

By K ate R ojek

GUITAR ME®

A&E writer, earned, according $b a Nov.

. What are guys at Olivet
doing with their spare time?
Being rock stars, football stars
and war experts. In the virtual
w o r l d * t h a t •
According to a 2003 PEW
Rurvey, 70 percent of college
students ■reported that they
played video,**; computer or
online garnet once in a while
and 65 percent reported
that they were regular game
players.
Additionally, video games
are estimated to make $37.5
billion this year, according to
videobusiness.com. Gamers
at Olivet have helped this
number.
What are the most popular
games this' year? “Halo 3”
earned $170 million within
24 hours of its release in
September, which is more
first-day revenue than any
of the Harry Potter books or
Blockbusters movies have

I’m the classic gamer who
5 Christian Science Monitor thinks gaming Should be done
article.
Kitting down and being lazy
It’s also the most popular and getting fat,” he said. “But
lyideo game played in Olivet’s^ I’ye been hearing a lot of goodLEGENDS
game room, “The Zone,” said about My friend. .. is a huge
Junior Zone employee Victoria nut on it and honestly, if h a t an
Harden.
|walk into my roorq drenched
“Guitar Hero Hn*Legends in sweat frorrjlplaying, jrs got J
of Rock,” released Oct. 28, to be a good game5BB
grossed o^ ot 100 million in its
Farr islooking forward to
first week, making it the second H C r y s ^ ” ^ p o re ,”v%ericho’’"
: most popular game of the year, and “Starcraft 2,** which wiffl
Recording to videobusjjn^s^ all be released Hithin the nejy|
•com.
year.
In
Chapman,
Olivet
Other popular games this
freshman guys have. “Guitar year have beei&fCall o f Dufy ;
Hero Parties,” where they 4: Modem Warfare’* and
play and have toumamentl&j ■Madden NFL 0 8 . f | |
according to freshman James
Why impend time playing
Harris, who plays video games Video games?-The answer is
for about three hours a day.
simple forjunior Erie Barkman,
Stephen Farrlla freshman who playsf video games for an
g
PRICE
who plays an average of four to hogr a day on average.
»
$49.99
five hours a day, but has been
“Because it offers an
“ “ S O U Îllîÿ NEW FROM AMAZON
known to play up to seventeen escape ftorft- reality and you
hours in a single day;-, hasn’t can do things that you couldn’t
played Guitar Hero®! yet.
normally do R real life,fljle
I “I’m *not a | fan because- : ¿aid.

>

OF R O C K

§

GA M E SUM M ARY
; Tne third game frorfï thë Uuitar Hero series'is rea d / to
»your face off. Channel your
f in n # ¿uitaggodSas1you thrgsfev
iÿour way through all sorts of
fvepuès, from hole-in-the-wall
X
|ftânîHoÇbld-out Stadiums.
>
JThts*gamy features all kinds
l&fMfe'r new optionsR^ch as '
the new multiplayer action.'i®j
sSpired battle mode and gruel
ling boss battles. Best part, of
Icourse? The R w songs!

5

S T U D E N T R E V IE W
“Îjis a toùîBtrder than the
■ ther GH games; but that

makeÊRnroryfim;HS|
I Junior Eric Barkman

FL 0 8
G A M E SU M M ARY
Why justwatch NELfootba.iL
;;oiETV when you g p play
the game?. Scout coll&giate-.rtpntspects with thenall-new
NFL Draft Scouting SyigtprrtA
Use actual plays from your
Tivorite team » defensive play-,
ISSpk to shut down the running
-game,1pressure the qtiarteror force key turnovers.

S T U D E N T R E V IE W

^

X
X

Video games in “The-Zpne” are ^popular distraction from homework. Photo by Jon Brown

/M adden j$FL 08 is a must
have for any fan of the fran^I
chise. Thoumrfhe game has
^5 i
P R IC E
many stupid glitches, you look
-----------past them and realize it is the. ^ R |
$&9.99
1
BOUGHT NEW FROM AMAZON only NFL lice&sed football
game and: you have to play it.“
- Junior Brandon Lemmer I

S piritual L ife
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‘When Jesus saw th eir fa ith , h e said,
Triend, y o u r sin s are forgiven ! ”
Luke 5:20

Young Life members travel back to high school days
By A m y Kdstner
Spiritual Life editor
One-on-one conversations
with high school students
aren’t common around Olivet,
where students are more often
surrounded by people older
than themselvap a i
However’ Throughout the
week, students meet in Ludwig
and drive almost 45 minuted
to be a part of high school
■students-’- lives through Young
.Life (YL), one of O l^ et’s
longest running ministries,;
according to YL participants.
■.Young Life, gvhich has
been a ministry that Olivet
sftideijgj have participated
in for the past; 10 or 11
years, primarily ministers in
Frankfort, New Lennox and
Yfekena with students from
Lincoli| Way East and Central
High School
On dig'ei&t nights of
the week, different things are
happening with YL, according
to ||en io r Stefphan Gambill,
w|jo has been involved since
his freshman year. They have*
a small group^ ^ j j ^ n called
C am p aig n ed on Monday
nights at 7 or 7:30 p.m.
•v^Then there*S club, Which
is our mid-week whatever you
Want to calf it. You have tb
se$i*it to really undersold
Gambol said.
“It is^ o u d singing, offkilter ganies and ski® and the
Bm ple proclamation of Jesus
Christ’s love. Mostly, it is» a
safe place where high school
students can drop their masks
and possibly consider G o d p |
|P$ign for their lives.
aueæ gr

On
Fridays,
college can reach kids
students have a host of in this way and
activities they can take part in. we’re able to
“There are New Leader reach kids that
meetings and some form of churches and
contact work, which involves youth groups
going to different events1in are missing.”
order to see our students,g
A nother
Gambill said. “Really it all way YL reaches
comes down to meeting them students
is
on their turf and loving them through camp,
for who they are.”
which happens The goal of YL follows one week out
right along with its motto: of the summasl
■ ‘Evigjf kid, everywhere, for at
prariotts-.
eternity;’^
l o c a t i o nag
f “Young Life’s goal is to around
‘ the
present the Gospel jai a real c o u n-1 r y .
and life changing way to the According to
furthest out: k id ,* Gambill Gambill, this
-said.
js the main
.. “We do that by forming ev angelistity Junior E lisabeth Brow m speaks to students at 4sYounp; Life event,
authentic relationships with tool of YL.
Olivers s tu d e n ts lead sm all g ro u p a n d clu b activities w hile crea tin g
these ptodents^ We earn the
“ Camp
re la tio n sh ip s w ith h ig h sc h o o l stu d e n ts th ro u g h this m inistry.
right to shhre with them, not is all about
P h o t o s u b m i t t e d b y S te f p h a n G a m b ill
only the Gospel, but our lives presenting the
as well-”
Gospel in new
probably camp when I saw the especially in seeing them take
They meet this goal b y and relevant w ay s^ Gambill group of kids... unite in Christ’s on the roles of mini-Christs in
developing relationships with R aid ^T h ey try to make it like love and truly see God in each the ways they interacted with
these Yttidents and being a a little piece o f HeaVCn on other,” Brown said. “Also, the each other,” he said.
consistent part of their lives, earth. There are comfy beds, one-on-one conversations I
Young Life has a few
according to junior Elizabeth : great food, fun activities^and have with some of the girls are upcoming events. They will be
Brown,Iwho has been involved club tim es.^li
pretty memorable. They are having a booth at the Mission
with YL for the ph$t 3 years' <
Currently there are about so smart and are really asking Fair in Chalfant Hall on Nov.
^•^Ve form solid, consistent;; 10 OHVCt students that take themsCÎyes the hard questions 16 and are preparing for their
relationships
with
them part in YL.
mç&t girlsTheir age don^even fall retreat.
founded* oh;'C M sl’| , ¥lb le f in
Gambill got involved give a thought, r
According to Gambill,
us anil IflS loye for them. in YL at ONU because he
Camp is also where one of they normally have a weekend
'Kids don’t»come to usr we go received Chrisp his freshman Gambill’s favorite experienp|s; retreat during the fall, called
to them,” Brown said. “We Syear of high school as a result occurred.
Fall Weekend, but this year
go to their games to watch of hip YL camp experience.
; J*Jt was memorable just they are calling it Polar Bear
them. We go to their homes
Brown and Gambill have because of the waÿithat our Weekend because it’s in
and have club and we pick up both had fond memorieSswhile whole area came together December.
them from school and go to working with the high school and to hear our students talk
“It will be like a mini
their favorite coffee shop. Itp^ students.
about how they encountered camp experience. There will be
really unique because we’re
^ ? ‘One
of
the
most! the Gospel in a way that was games, a flour war, club times
the~ only,ministry out them that memorable experiences was
andutngioie
tangibleror
formem
themana
and ana
wa¡> realauu
oiit saia.
andmiss,
talks,”uam
Gambill
said.

Operation Christmas Child: Campus and co m m u n ity outreach
Vvtr A
Amir
By
m y K istner
Spiritual Life editor

year.
Olivet students’’ have
patflpipated in OCC for a
number of years. Before B:
became a ministry .group
On ^ a m p u s ^ the English

department participated in
it for years, according to
OperationChristmasChild
English p ro fessó ri Shirlee
( O C C S looking forward to
McGuire; It has only been an
Bpother'Outstanding response
actual ministry group for the
from Olivet fi&idents this
past two years.
Last year Olivet
students gave over
500 shoeboxes filled
With small toys and
gifts to be sent all
over the world and
given to children that
have been affected
;by ; AIDS, ; poverty,
abandonments natural
disaster or civil war.
Since this is its
third year® they are
expecting a number
Somewhere between
75 and 500. OCC held
a shoebox packing
party in the Warming
junior Briaii LucbcrieJleft, w rit^ga card to include in bis.O peration
House on Novi 13
Christmas Child box during the Wrapping party on Nov. 13 in the
and students brought
j Warming House.
P h o to by O. C u rtis their wrapped boxes

to chapel on Nov. 15.
li SSiior Lauren Hawkins,
the group’s leader, and her
team of senior Lindsey
-Sherman (Director o f Outer
Campus OCC) and over 30
■volunteers have been working
to spread the word about
OCC,
“To raise awareness at
Olivet, we have put together
an
extensive
advertising
campaign ... I have been
so blessed to have-over 30
volunteers' this year, so I ’m
sure ‘word of mouth* has
been one of our strongest
advertising
channels,”
Hawkins said.
OCC is one of the
ministries through Samaritan’s
Purse. Many thousands of
shoe boxes are received each
year by Samaritan’s Purse
from not only this country,
but all over the worlcl.
OCC, on campus, is not

only focusing on raising
awareness at Olivet, but on
other areas as well. One area
they are focusing on is the
Kankakee community. There
are 12 area public schools
committed
to
partnering
with OCC and according to
Hawkins, the mission " has
.spread to local businesses like
Moon Monkey and Sequels.
“This year ... I. plan
on sending our results and
marketing to Samaritan’s
Purse to let them know how
college students are getting
involved because typically
OCC focuses on children
and
families,”
Hawkins
said. ’“Another long term
goal would be to get our
other Nazarene sister schools
involved. Every year, as we
enter the Christmas season,
I ’m simply overwhelmed by
the giving hearts and sacrifice
of our students ... amazing.”

O
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The rebirth o f Urban Children's M inistry
By A m y K istner
Spiritual Life editor
Urban Children’s Ministry
is getting a new beginning this
year.
After two years of being
idle, sophomores Katelyn
Dean and Anna Kendrick
have revived this ministry that
reaches out. to foster children
in the Kankakee County
Department of Children and
Family Services (DCFS).
This ministry is. a big
brother/big sister type program
which pairs Olivet students
with a foster child between the
ages of two and 12!
The primary goal of
this ministry, according to
Kendrick, is to show God’s
||ove to the children and give
them the love that they need
through their actions.

“We really want to build
relationships with these kids
and have the college students
build relationships with them,”
Kendrick said.
Dean added that they do
not want these relationships to
be short term.
I f “We want these kids to
want to keep coming back to
see the students that mentor
them,” Dean said. “We want
them to stay in contact with
one another through summers
and even after graduation
[from Olivet].”
They have not decided
when the mentors and kids
will meet, but would like to set
it up for Thursday nights)
They would Rke to have
a set time for this ministry, ,
so that they can bring , some
stability to the ©fer changing

lives of these foster children.
_“We would like to-have
a set time that everyone gets)
together. That way this can
establish some constant and
permanent things in these kids’
lives,*’ Kendrick said. “Most of
these kids change homes quite
often in foster care and need
stability in their Jives.?*’
This ministry alsb wants
to give the kids opportunities
to do things they would not be
able to do on a regular basis. ■
“We would like to do local
things,; such as have a YMCA
pool night, go to a park, go to
the planetarium show and have
special Christmas activities^®
Dean said.
Since this ministry works
so closely with DCFS;5) the
group had a lot of hoops^tojump through. F irfe j each

Olivet student involved had
Kendrick and Dean m et
to get a background check with the children on Now, 2
done. Also, it has been difficult and said the kids were ¿very
getting in touch g?ith DCFS to excited about getting to be a
coordinate everything because, part of this ministry.
as Kendrick stated, “that office
There are many ways'
is always busy.”
people can help out witfTthe
“As soon as you enter the ministry. OnfjWay £$ through
building, all you Jee is chaos,® praying for the students and
Kendrick saicJf “They are kids involved in it.
always extremely busy.*13=
“Pray for this ministry that
They also had a late start V e can organize everything
due to all of the =required and have enough time and
paperwork and .leaders gi'ere patience to meet all of our
afraid that studentmvould lose goals/) Dean said£f Pray also
interest. However, that has not for the kids, that they will not
been the case. They have a total only see God’sriove, but w ilt
of 25 students whoafill want see this as a safe place to be.jgB
to be a partsflf this program.
Another Way that people,
They areplanningtheir first can help out is through sharing
event for after Thanksgiving their talents. The ministry);
break which will give them looks for new ways to entertain
time to get everything situated m e kids through aft! music and
for this ministry.
drama.

Class chaplains minister>,keep each other accountable
By Jessica C o h ea
Spiritual Life writer

also encouraging one another
and other fellow students
Freshman Evan Karg put through the Word of God.
complete trust in God and, in
At the start of the academic
time, G od.sho’yved him that year, Heald decided it was
the spiritual life on campusg necessary to meet onc&a Week
was something he. should get for accountability purposes.^
involved-it. He decided to run Each Monday after Spiritual
for freshman c la ^ chaplajppfi Life Council they d i|j p |P
He followed through* won eight predetermined questions!
the election and bécamgg the including questiodseonceming
Chaplain for the class of 2011. personal time devoted to God
Karg is one of four students and time|Spent sleeping and
that went through thé same studying. They also discupl
process The others are Joel the progres^ of planning each
HealdHfjmior class ^chaplain, cla&S chapel.
^ChristBp Sanders*; junior class
Through
these times,
|chaplain, and Kyan G lennJ their relationships with one
¿sophomore claBChaplain.
a n o tffl have become ^¡strong
Each charaain is busy with and according to Sanders, have
their personal ministering, but really gotten along great.

• “We mesh together we|j;
and have fun working together.
They are a fun group of g u j^ H
Sanders said.
Also, because of the fact
most of the iunioj ^ lassii is
meeting in Kresge for jg§gpel,
her |§ob dutiea have been
extbfkfefcS
P' “Most weeks, one of the two
days 1 am the one that opens up
-the service with a Bible verse
and praye|. I sit in there both
days, not just one or the other,’g
Sanders said.
Besides opening up the
service, Sahqep does pot have a
lot of other responsibilities but
it does give her the opportunity
to. communicate with her
a regular basis,

which is something the-other for them.
These ¡¡¿specific chapels|
chaplains do not get to do.
The chaplains alsfi attend .a pe,held twice a yeatand are
alljdass council meetinglgfull j?rgapize<J and deliyecei b y ;
council meetings and Spiritual kacto ln ss’ respective cbaplijjn.
Life council meetings. T h |l | This sep ^ t e r ^ class chapels
act a§ a liaison and advispr for happened N $ l| 8. They are,
the Spiritual Life ministries?; completely- student-run, Thef
and participate ir ||h e Chapel chaplain i a responsible for
picking the worship band, the
c6unml,-according to Heald.
^
The four students also meet s ffta tiis that take a tte n d a n t
with Chaplain Benson fndthe and any| other detail for. the
Vice President; of Spiritual Bhapel. Most importantly,
Life, Keith Davenport, about ^ B w ^ ^ E S ie y are responsible
pmee a month. In these seSmtns, for preaching a mgsggje from
Chaplain Benson . asks ; the God to their respective clas^ H
. “The most important thing
four students how their life 3s;
progressing spiritually. At the ||s j tp; tPake sure that we talk
last meeting, the group mainly abou&Syhat God puts on our
discussed the class chapels. heartsBnot what we want to
and how they were preparing talk about,* Karg said.

Devotional Thought:.

Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness
By K eith D av en p o rt
Spiritual Life writer

th is|th is insatiable hunger. I you fast..f”; from Matthew ever ^ e p n really hungrylook around at all thestlidents 6. S o m etim ^ s^o rd s like hefore?p meftnircallv hungry,
and all I see is people making |gwhen”i | invoke the most like I have-not-eatenS)‘tw Q -;
“Blessed
are
those
choices. M£ny people are difficult convictions. Maybe days hungry. So hungry that
who hunger and thirst for
choosing t o - . sing - worship I would be hungrier for God wordslfcannot even begin to
righteousness,).” A lot of
to God and to pray
God. if I did what His Word paid. explain the feeling inside
things in life have been
Some
.even
choose
to Maybe I would be more than of youS /S o hungry that you
bringing me to this
listen to God. Some ju s i hungry if I would fast. do not even feel like eating?
verse recently.
Have you ever been 'B lessed are those who hunger p eo p le* though J | are These devotions bring me to Well, I have good news for
and thirstfor righteousness, H h o o sin g to text this verse.
you: “Blessed are those
really hungry before?
H ‘B.lessed
are
those who hunger and thirst for
message their friends,
I mean really hungry,
fo r they w ill befille d ”
or do. Ifyomework, or who hunger and thirst for righteousnesa fbr they will
like I-have-not-eatensleep.
Are We not righteousness...” Have you be filled.”
in-two-days
hungry.
■-M a t t h e w 5:6
hungry
anymore?That feeling in your
Bible Study & Prayer Meeting at
These chapels bring me
stomach cannot really
be explained by many words; the people, that I have been to this verse.
Kankakee First Church
Sopjetimes my devotions
^Longing for substance,” Heglecting. Those days I am
of the Nazarene
or maybe, “needs food” are so in need of God that I do are like this. I look at the
close. But.even those words not even feel like praying. I Bible and all | | see is text.:
Midweek Service - 7-8 p . m l
do not really say what you hunger so badly for Him that Sometimes the letters on the
feel inside. You’re hungry. I cannot even talk to Him. pages are just words to be
Room 102, Main Entrance
You’re starving. Maybe you These days bring me to this read. Otherggimes, though,
thru Doorway Under Stairway
they are promises to be lived.
have been so hungry that you verse.
Contact: Earl Morgan, 933-8216, earl-m@sbcglobal.net
Sometimes chapel is like This week I read “When
do not even feel like eating
anymore. I have.
•"Sometimes dayS areiikethis. I look at mySfelf and all
P see are my mistakes and
my sin. I see all the things
that I need to do. I see all

s p ie r s
Glim u erC l a ^
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Next Issue; Feature on St. Xavier transfer Darrin Riddle
Game of the Week; NAIA Region VII Volleyball Semifinal
Friday Nov. 16 at 7 p.m..

From gangs, drugs, violence to Olivet, NFL
Football saves Olivet senior linebacker fro m w hat could have been
By J.P. T roglio____________
him the shot.
a male figure in his
“I was so nervous. I had life.
Troublé surrounded him, one shot and did not want to let
“It
was
the
and the idea of him becoming that go,” Robinson said/'HThis greatest thing that my
another statistic :was not
was my time. Everything I mother could ever do
fetched.
have been working for.” '
for me,” Robinson
However,
for
senior
Robinson does not. see said.jsT would not be
linebacker Jeremy Robinson failure as an option. He knows where I am at today
there was a different future that hM career is in the eyes jPjjHthout her sending
ahead of him. Instead of: of football somewhere after me to my dad.”
turning to the gangs and drugs* college.
Football tryouts
this youngster stayed in school
“I want to make sure that came along *during
and his football abilities landed my play will one day be the seventh grade and
‘J a m at Olivet and a shot at the ticket to a career and providing Robinson
decided
National Football League.
for my family* Robinson to go out and give
Robinî»n grewj|up in the said.
:, it a shot. He never
face of adversity in Hammond,
Growing up in middle played the game
Ind.
Gangs,- drugs* and school, RobinsOn wanted to before, b u t’took the
shootings were everywhere be friends with everyone and chance.
until fourth grade, but; along one of those ways was being
“It was a chance
with the determination of. his associated / with the gangs! to hit some kids
parents to give him a better The handshakes and the small without getting in
.fife, he has found his spot at th in g s that young kids do ' trouble far i t | | he
ONU.
to act like they belong with said. ¡It was an awful
Football
was
h ill them were B a a part of his player. I mean, awful.
redemption and Robinson demeanor.
It was my way to take
has developed into one o f the
Howev|E| the gangs were out my aggression
stroll® » defensive players . never his thing. He associated Msithout getting in,
that Olivet ; h^J:seen come himselfjwittl them in order to be. trouble for it.’jgS
through its program. For the a part of the “group.” He knew
His
father
Reason- Robinson naè recorded that they, were troubled and ^ decided that his son
a team-leading 64 tackleg, 2JÉ felt like then| waftjpmething gjshould not attend
of them being solo tackles and better for him out there.
public high |p io o l
a ilamrleading 10 tackles for
¿||“The gangs-; and drugs! - where
he
could
lo|g and three sacks.
'were there,” Robinson said. become
trapped
Robinso® nëver thought ,*But miy friends and I all loved in the gangs and S e n io ^ J ^ n y E o b i^ B ti returns the ball frir a defensive touchdown
that football ^ o ü ld be P o ll Sports and when® we were drugs. Andrean High
againstrWilliam Penn UmyefcHty on Saturday, O c t 27/ Robinson has
future, but hë “has taken a not playing them at school School^ a private
played for the Tigers all four yeats.
P h o to b y O. C urtis
chance and Continues to run we ^ ^ ^ tf ia v m g them in the Catholic high school
wM it..
streets, s lm p l kept my time in p ie neighboring town, Was to his family for all of their Excelled and he began making
His determination and away from the tr o u b le .^
vwhere hjf father chd$g/
sacrifices./
a name for himself. He was
drive have paid off for him,
He added that football was
Robiasejlri did not want to
He developed into an All- fitting his role as a dominant
During theppring season las® his escape.
go, battling with his father’s State player and was ranked in linebacker.
year, Robinson was; given the
His mother, Jjwho he decision and questioning if lithe Indiana Top 50 players. He
His junior year was
opportunity to -test for NFL lived with until ;|burth grade, They would be able to afford seemed to beat the challenges
another leap in his career as
scouts from the New York Jets recognized that her ^on could the school.
he faced growing up and got a key defensive player and
and Detroit Lions. He felt that get tangled up in the wrong
He lived with his family in the shot to continue his career leader for Olivet. Now, as a
if was time to make hisrname life and decided to gehd him to a one-bedroom apartment and at Olivet.
senior linebacker, he leads the
known and
were giving his father® Gary, in d /io have only ate noodles,and bologna
Robinson
arrived
to team in tockldS- and the Midfor meals. His father WQrked Olivet’s campus with one goal States Football Association
for a truck (Sffjipany to provides in mind: work hard and be conference with 106 tackles
; 577 William Latham Drive
for his family. Robipsfn did the best that he could be. He and is No. 3 in the nation.
Bourbonnais, IL 60914
not undig’stand why his father believed that he could become
Every time he/ steps out
Hours:
would make th is|| sacrifice a solid player. With his size and on the field a few things run
Mon « Fri: 8:00 am - 6:00 pm
for him, but did as his father liabilities there was no measure through his head. He wants to
S at 8:00 am - 4:00 pm
wanted.
to how great he could be.
play his best. He needs to be
“T h isp what I think about
Dustin Hada, the head a leader. Play for his brothers
before every game,” Robinson défensive coach for ONU, who all look to him to be
We Fix Cars and Treat You Right!
¡said. “They sacrificed a lot recruited Robinson and loved their model. Finally, play with
for me and one day I know I h'is athleticism and felt he everything for his family and
will be able to give it back to Could really contribute to the the sacrifices they have made
them.” / /
team.
for him in college, in every
.10% Discount
During
high
school,
“Jeremy
was
always game and every down.
for students and faculty
Robinson’s flf«: began to anxious to learn and got set
With his successful senior
change
inwardly, and as a the system very well,” Hada year and being rewarded as
University ID required
football player.
said. “He is a great learner, the Defensive Player of the
“Mentally,
high
school
very teachable. He put a ton of Week for his performance
Offering Complete Automotive Repair!
was. the biggest growing part . work in during the off-season against Trinity International
for me,” he said. “I started and it has paid off for him. He University (111.) on Oct. 13, he
Computer Diagnostics, Engine,Transmission,
to grow up and my abilities 4s a step ahead of everybody • feels he might have a shot after
General Maintenance... and much more!
started to improve.” :
mentally.”
college.
His coaches® high school
Special Rates on Towing Service
Freshman year "was a
¡■ ‘His work ethic will get
Car Care One, 90 Days Same as Cash
were the biggest help to his big
learning
experience. him there [to the NFL],?
game and maturity on both Robinson only played special Hada said. “He has grown
ends. He continued to work teams. When sophomore year up a lot. Came in as a typical
Alumni-owned and operated!
hard every day, believing that came around his abilities high school kid and matured a
one day he had to give back and knowledge of the game ton.”
H
Sports writer

T u ffy

Auto Service
Centers

815 929-1866

_www.tuffv.com
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SPORTS
End of
Regular
Season

Women’s Volleyball
The ONU volleyball team rallied from a loss in the
first game to win three straight and defeat the Univer-:
sity of St. Francis (111.) 3-1 in the CCAC Tournament
Final on Saturday, Nov. 10.
The CCAC Tournament Championship was the third
straight for the Tigers.
The victory gave the Tigers an automatic berth to
NAIA Region VII Tournament, which is set to begin
on Nov. 13.

Women’s Cross Country
The Tigers’ women’s cross country team and Saint
Xavier University (111.) finished in a tie for the NAIA
Region VII Cross Country Championship, tying with
41 points. Both schools earned an automatic berth to \
the NAIA National Meet on. Saturday, Nov. 17, but
Saint Xavier claimed the region championship, based
on sixth-runner performances.

Men’s Cross Country
Led by senior Kacey Carr, the Tigers’ men’s cross
country team cruised to a first-place finish at the
NAIA Region VII Cross Country Meet.
The victory propelled the Tigers to NAIA National ~
. Meet in Kenosha, Wis., on Nov. 17.

H unt for th e BCS T itle
By Je re m ia h B ow er
■Sports Writer . season that has seen previously

inept programsB like South
Back
in
September, Florida, Kansas and KentuckyJ
when the autumn leaves. ascend into the Top Ten at one
were just falling off the trees, point or another, ,
That being Said, a question
America’s fotiball fans turned
their attention to the college; arises for even the casual
gridiron, anxious to see what ?0 b§erver. Can any; one team
go undefeated with such parity
2007 had in store.
Earlier, the new year emerging?
No top-tier team remains
opened with a shocking bang
without
a . loss,
while
when mid-major Boise State
knocked off Big 12 Champion “Cinderellatejgtories Kansas
Oklahoma in the Fiesta Bowl and Hawaii continue to hang
during last season^! boSvif around ftF* the undefeated
category for the time being.
games on Jan. 1.
Every college football faii|
The 2007 season followed
in
the
Wqrid remembers la$t
up with fate reminding the
maize and blue in Ann A rborl -year's Ohio $tate-Michigan
Mich, that talent alone wouldn’t game. It vyas the ultimate N o#
win games. Appalachian Stated 1 vsB N o. 2, everything ffe-on-|
a member of the Football the-ifcie rivalry grudge match.
Championship
Subdivision Ohio State prevailed 42-39
(formerly Division 1-AA)' a clSSsiPshootouLy
The rematch,¿^(though a
defeated No. 5 Michigan 3432 in week one at Michigan’^ year late! Will finally be here
on NepB 1 7 iH m is(tim e fbt:
Big House.
Five weeks later, top- Michigan and embattled ebpeh
ranked Southern California! Llf^d Carr to ptlt*up or shut
the epitome of a modem up.
Then thereof top-ranked
dynasty, j§were upset after
being vanquished by Stanford, LSU, considered by i|s|ny;
a team that had won only two experts to be the nation’s nab§t
talented squad. The day after
o fjtslast fifteen games,
The 2007 season in major ^Thanksgiving, LSU faces
ddfllege . football has » been! . conference rival Arkansas,
y-ell, backwards. Traditional who fefitfS§ Hefsman||§|phy
;pow^|[i3Sell
Notre Dame candidate D arre® McFadden
(1*9) and Nebraska 'fp -o p as mnning ^ ^ ,-Im p lic a tio n si
have collectivelyBotaled sijcr regarding the R |)uthe|gtern'
Championship^
^.victories to this point in a Ccl^l&rence

Bulls out of the Kobe mix
By Ja rre t R oloff
Sports writer

The trip to the NAIA National Meet is the second
straight for the Tigers and fourth in six years.

Women’s Soccer
The Tigers’ women’s soccer team scored on four of
their shoot-out goals, as the Tigers defeated Trinity
International University (111.) 4-2 in the shootout to
capture the NCCAA North Central Region Final on
Saturday, Nov.'10.
The Lady Tigers advanced to the NCCAA National
Toumament,:where'theywill square off against IndL
ana Wesleyan University at 1:30 p.m. on Friday, Nov.
16.

Men’s Soccer
Freshman Machel Cromwell scored what proved to be
the game-winning goal early in the first half, giving
the Tigers a 1-0 victory over.Trinity Christian College
(111.).
The Tigers improved to 12-9-1 with the victory, quali
fying for the NCCAA National Tournament. They
will open against The Master’s College (Calif.) at 5 .
p.m. on Friday, Nov. 16.

National Championship and
Heisman trophy are all on the
line in Baton Rouge’s “Death
Valley” on that Friday night.
Out in thfiB ig East, the
Knee-defeated West Virginia
Mountaineers!1 Continue to
solidify their claim to fam e*
Carrying a-legitimate shot at
winning a championship ’Vrn
fethe shoulders of the super
backfield known as Steve
Slaton and Pat White.
The Big 12 has Oklahoma,
one play short of being
undefeatedB on upset alert
againsUTfeX&s Tech and for
the conference championship
game. Kansas^ on the other
hand, has Itfept a clean ||late§
and looks to beat Missouri and
Oklahoma to harsh perfect!
regular season. ■
Meanwhile, on the West .
Coa§Lf Oregon, who also
belongs in the cham pion® p1"
hopeful one-tbsB category,
must find a \yay(to finish off its?
season in title confention by!,
defeating UCLA and against
in-state foe Qregora State on
Dec. 1.
Regardless
of
who
playfe-in t h i || year’s Bowl
Championship Series (BCS)
»National Championship Game!
t h || 2007' edifflflljof College"
giootball haS' Shpyca^p Whaf
true !p a ^ ^ ^ ^ m d a m ^ ^ s P
’ focus, and drive can dp for any
team bn any gS en Saturday!!!

Chicago Bulls General
Manager (GM) John Paxson
announced the|eam w as not pii
negotiations for Los Angeles
T.akerx-'i&iperstar Kobe Bryant
on Nov^BThe ffinouncement
|Came after Bryant’s request to
leave L&iAngeleS plagued the
BulffofKCakon.
Despite
Paxson’J*
Statement,
trade
ru m o ®
jContihue' and many -l&hfj are
hoping the GM still pulls thd!
trigger. Along with fans, manyanalysts critSfze the Bulls for
the team’s lack of a superstar.
But before fans imagine
and criticsilpeculate a Bulls
team with Bryant, Consider
P axson|| trac® record as the
Bulls GM and how Bryant
would fit with the team.
In his first year of
management, PaxspH§ formed
the foundation for what he
wanted to be a hard-working,
defensively-minded and clbseknit team. He drafted Kirk
Hinrich and made Scott Skiles
head coach to represent the
vision for his style of play.
The next year, he started

his . dtaftittg and signing
genius, attaining Ben G ordon*
Luol Deng, Chris Duhon and
Andres Nocioni. Sinde adding
this tandem, the Bulls itajS
made the playoffs in the last
three seaRjis, including last
year’s first seriesMbtory since
Michael Jordon left Chicago.
P^S bi^ontinued to prove
his genius, fiM ing Eddy Curry
to the Knipks in-B deal that"
included many draft picks.
The Bulls evemMlly landed
Tyrus Thomas and Joakim
Noargwith two lottery picks.
‘ Add Bryant to the mix
and Paxson w ® have to
give up at legit two of the
aforementioned players in
the trade, which-"Jwould risk
the chemistry he has built and
the success he has had since
^Starting as GM.
Before Bryant rejected
the trade, most likely to be
included was 22-year-old star
Luol Deng. The Bullp most
versatile player posted 18.8
points per game, 2.5 assists per
game, and 7.10 rebounds per
. game last.year while playing
alongside Ben Gordon.
These numbers would

.change considerably if he
played alongside a selfcentered Bryant. Keep in
mind what happened when
Bryant played with Shaquille
O’Neal. The Lakers Avon
championships, but Bryant
wanted O ’Neal out of L.A. so
he could be the main man.
Granted,® ryantsho wed he
wants Deng on the same team,!
but would his* self%entered
.attitude be Welcomed on a
team built around Pax som a
ideaiqF chemistry? Even if it
didn’t, it would come through
in his piayifqw ing down‘the
development of one of the
Bulls m o lt likely superstars in
Deng.
•
' ■
If Paxson can recruita
young talent like he has, make!
transactions like the Curry
trade, and continue to win,!
can we at least buy into his|
team philosophy of defense|
hard work, and chemistry
that might not entail plans:
with Bryant? Or does anyone
want to go back to the team
Jerry Krause assembled?. If
Krause was still in charge, a
Bryant trade wouldn’t even be
possible.

The Forum
Gl i m m e r G l a s s

•

D o you have som ething to say? D o you have a good idea for
a future Forum topic? E-m ail us. glim m erglass@ olivet.edu
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When free speech meets hate speech

-1W um editor -

Some 'Christians roust not
have the book of James in their
BibleSiJ
As Christians, we have our
EgcaSional tongue slips, but
we know we need to make it
a priorijjl to “tame-fhe tongue’!
as we try to live the Christian
life. But then other Christians^
becomeBelLknown for having
an unbridled tongue, proudly
i saying obndjriousV. unloving
th in g » without recognizing
their speech as a problem they.,
need to work on. Instead, it H
their trademark.
Take the Westboro Bap^tist Church o^fopeka, Kan.,
i^or instance. It b elid P tG o d is
punishing America because He
doesn Wlike that iMkfncreasingltageeetihg homosexuality
as a lifestyle.
The church even thinks the

slain American soldiers in Af
However, there still hope nor to the family and friends minds, their message has a re
ghanistan and Iraq are one way . that all of that Will change.
of the deceased..
demptive hope for America.
God is punishing America. To
Last year, Lance Cpl. Mat
The jury’s decision, how
But anybody could come
send this message, the church thew A. Snyder died in Iraq,’ ever, did not eliminate the First up with an argument that says
has been known for protests and a few members of the Amendment right to protest at their speech has even slight re
at, soldiers’ funeralsgjvith signs Westboro Baptist Church de funerals^ but instead declared demptive qualities. All opinion
reading “Thank God for Dead c id e d to protest at his funeral. the speech to be too crude to is relative to the individual, so
Soldiers,“ “Thank God For Later, an allegedly repugnant be within the scope of consti a higher standard is necessary.
9/11” and “God Hates Fags."
posting about Snyder appeared tutional protection.
In the Roth decision, the
.1 thought Christians were on the church’s Web site.
The jury ruled the right Court provided the exclusion
supposed to be people of love.
His father, Albert Snyder, way.
to its own rule: The govern
Many Christians believe that .Sued Westboro and three of its
In Roth v. United States ment may curtail the First
hon%spxuality is wrong," but members for inffision of pri (1957), the United States Su Amendment rights of speech
•^Christians still should “hate vacy and inflicting emotional preme Court declared that and press if they would “en
th^iin, but love the sinner.^ - distress. Late last month, a fed the First Amendment covers croach upon the limited area
All Westboro seems to do eral jury in Maryland awarded ■ speech that advocates changes of more important interests.”
^p ro m o te fiiate.,
him $1Q.? million in damages, in politicB and society. Any
| | l n qur society, the right of
Thankfully, this chinch enough to bankrupt the church thing - no matter how Pun- family and friends to mourn
is alone in~i® efforis^ wjthout nearly 11 times over.
orth o doxj|| “controversial” ■ their dead in peace is one of
connlenon to other Baptist
The dgermath of the case orahateful to the prevailing, those “more important inter
organization^ ’ according to fo rces us to*balance the rig h ||j climate o f opinion” - is pro ests” that deserve protection
Greg Wamfcf, editor of the As of the mourning wjth the rights tected by the First Amendment against reckless speech at fu
sociated Baptist Press, a ne\f$'i qf the protesters.
if it has “even the slightest re neral protests. American soci
a g f c t h a t report^ on Baptist
The church did not break deeming social importance.”
ety has historically shown re
life.
the law by protesting at the fu
In the minds of members spect for the dead.
HoweveiB W ® boro;:"-still neral, but should the mourning of -Westboro Baptist Church,
The jury’s decision was a
has a negative effect cm Chris- - family members and friends if America would .only listen good one and will have three
tianity in Ameriga Westboro be forced to put up with the and obey them, God would positive implications if up
lum bers and o tl^ s likeMem church’s actions?
stop “’punishing” the country held: It will make very hard
turn othe g f|of|j to C hrijlanWestboro Baptist Church
the increasing acceptabil for Westboro, which would
ity and confirm some people's used its fight to free speech
ity of the homosexual lifestyle become bankrupt, to hurt any
belief that the chumh is com- •protest at the funeral of a hero. in America and for other signs more grieving families, to
prised oTmothmg but 'close- Church members displayed of moral decline in America. show hate to homosexuals and
mfflded. hraMonatbi gdts.love neither to homosexuals As hateful as they are, in their to give Christians a bad name.

Balance, variety, m oderation keys to good exercise
By Jaso n D ay
Forum writer

With the thought of anotfav
ggPsemester.coming to an end,
the stress begiii§; to set iSy
Don’Llet stress beat you
down and ruin all your hard
wark this. ■semester - espe
cially R hea it comes to your
workout! Take thegp three as
pects of good nunjJon to help
Ikou ftB; when P la nning yqijr
exercise.
The first key aspeGt of fit-*
ness is to maintain balance.
Make sure that your program
I p e r s strengthening, toning,
pfekibility and endurance.

Many peoplCtendtoilo too
much of one and not enough of
the other.
Women tend to spend most
of their time working on cardio
and flexibility^
and not enough
time strength!
ening
and
toning. Con
versely, men
tend to focus
on strengthen
ing without much flexibility or
endurance.
Take the time to plan a
program to find balance that
covers these four areas.

Once you have balance, the
next thing you need is variety.
A diverse workout will help
prevent stalenptti from creep
ing into your e :i|g |s e program.
Rather than
sticking to
your f o r 
mal routine
of lifting
weights:
and
run5 ning on the
treadmill, try something dif
ferent.
~You Could participate in
Olivet’s intramural programs.
Another option- k to find an

WELLNESS
TO DAY

aerobics, yoga or pilates -class.
You could also participate
in martial aits|pp take a nice,
long walk, which would be a
wonderful form of exercise
that offers an opportunity to
B lear your head.
Either Bay, make sure to
•change things up, get out and
have fun.
Lastly, make sure that you
work out in moderation. As a
society, we tend to take things
to the extreme and either work
B ut like a mad person or not
at all. You must listen to your
body and find your limits.
Find an intensity high

enough to improve your over
all fitness level, but not too
hard to run you down. The last
thing you want is to get sick or
injure yourself.
Take things one step at a
time and be patient and the re
sults you want will come. After
all, you have your whole life to
work towards a healthier you.
Pace yourself for life and
don’t sprint out the gate and
bum yourself out before you
even get started. And remem
ber: Balance, variety and mod
eration are the key ingredients
not only for nutrition but also
for a good fitness program. •

Cartoon by Daniel OKver

COULD WE FOCUS,
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Editorial

W riters’ strike gives
a chance for activity
The wait for new episodes Surgeon General’s Report on
of our favorite prime-time Physical Activity and Health,
shows has been, given an in 60 percent of Americans do not
definite extension.
get enough physical exercise
It’s back to memories of to stay healthy and 25 percent
our past: “The Cosby Show,’-; engage in no physical actif! ty
“Full House” and “Growing whatsoever. We’re probably
Pains."
included in that statisti^.
Members of the Writers’
Dr. William Dietz, Direc
Guild of America are on strike, tor of the Division of Nutrition
halting the production of such and Physical Activity at the
popular shows as the “Late Centers fprD isease Control^
Show with David Letterman,” says, “The easiest way to rè
almost all other ' late-nighf duce inactivity Ü to turn off
shows, “24,1 “Lost,n “CSI: the TV set. Almost anything
Miami,” and “The Office.”
else" uses more energy than
The strike of the 12,000 watching TV,”
members of the Writer’s , • Some TV stations have
Guild :?!$! the result of unmet even encouraged stepping
demands for greater pay and away from their programming
better shares In the profits of to enjoy some alternative - and
emerging forms of media such hopefully healthier - activity.
as television shows on DVD,
According to a Sept. 2007
downloadable episodes of Associated Press, article, the
¿shows and the ability to share Nickelodeon network aired
i shows on mobile phones.
three hours of dead air on Sept.
As a result, reruns are be 29 as part of what it-called a
ginning to invade the little, “Worldwide Day of Play” - an
black picture-box & our living event the network has held for
the past four years. Perhaps'we
Irooms and dorm rooms.
However, it may be a should be taking a lesson from
blessing in disguise to the the children and create some
whole of the American public. dead air of our own by killing
Maybe it’s time to turn off that the power.
picture-box and use o u r time
This is Hollywood’s first
more wisely.
major strike sifibe 1988 when
You may say, “We really writers were on strike fo r i 54
don’t watch that much televi days - almost 5 months. De
sion here at school. We’re so pending on how long tin to n e
busy!” And you’d be right, lastsB we could potentially
sort of.
be seeing reruns all the way
According to Nielsen Me-9 through May.
Instead of watching TV,;
dia Research, college Students
' spend about an hour less dur think of how jnuch time we
ing the day watching TV than could spend doing other, more
the average person. However, productive, physical activities.,
we sjdll spend about three and
We may be sick of hearing
a half hours lazing in front of about the importance of sleep
and exercïs|§ but it's the truth.
the tube each day.
That s ® , what better time
Additionally, as a country
we often set ourselves up to to start being morè active than
Bpend so much time in front of now? It’s a great alternative to
the television in the first place. watching reruns.
As a society that is often char-1
acterized as being excessive in
much of what we do or have,
the television is no exception.
In 2006, Nielsen reported
that there are more TVs in
homes than people,^ with the
average number of people per
household being 2.55 and the
average number of televisions
per household being 2.73. Fur
thermore, the average Ameri
g
can home has TV on for well
over eight hours every day.
As one might expect, such
staggering statistics are not
without their consequences.
However, this information is
not all that surprising, consid
ON RT. 50
ering how long we have had a
IN FRONT
noticeably unhealthy affinity
OF WAL-MART
for the television.
936-9393
According to the 1996
' 40
i

Student reactions:
Hollywood writers’ strike
“From w hat I’ve heard [about the strike],
some o f the reasonings are p retty petty.
... In this society today people w ant their
new shows. A fter so many reruns you’ve
seen them all. They w ill probably ju st
fin d new shows to watch?
l i f e Se n io r K y l e B

o il s

“I think th at they should keep striking. I
think th a t people won’t know what to do
[w ithout TV]F::
» - SO PH O M O RE C A S E Y B LO O M

“There are a lo t ofpeople th a t don’t g et
p a id as much as writers do. Like cam~
eramen and grips. A lo t o f people are
being p u t out o f work because you have
to be able to shoot something.’vm
» - SO P H O M O R E S C O T T H A L E

Photos by Jon Brown

Primary activities: The good and the ugly
sports, recreation
and exercise

T V watching

os

1.0

1.5

us

2.0

3.0

hours p e r day
In 2006, A m erican^ 15 years and spider averaged less than 30 minutes o fe p o rts , recreation
and exerqi&i per day, hut
2.5 hours o f TV watching. T h||statistics b n l^ o n s titu te p£fs>
mary activities, which exclude secondary activities done simultaneously. Source: B u reau o f
L ab o r S tatistics

TIRED OF EATING THE
SAME OLD FAST FOOD?

ANCINO’

OTT* GRAB A GRMVOç/y
Delivery Available
7 Days a Week
ON KENNEDY
ACROSS FROM
PERRY FARM
935-7200

b i t H nail salon

IN HI
815 953-2843
-

ö l A. P la in

Bourbonnais, IL 60914
Across from O .N .U .

Discount for O.N.U. Students w/I.D.

OPEN M ONDAYS

